
 

 

 

 

 
Membership   Class 

Instruction   for   membership   &   full   participation  

in   the   communal   life   of   Redeemer   Anglican   Church 
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Prerequisites 

Before   taking   the   Membership   Class,   participants   should:  

● Complete   the   Foundations   Class 
● Be   actively   participating   in   Redeemer’s   worship   and   small   group   life.  

 

Next   Steps 

Upon   completion   of   the   class,   participants   are   equipped   for: 

● Taking   Membership   Vows. 
● Confirmation   by   the   Bishop   of   the   Diocese   of   the   Mid-Atlantic,   ACNA.  
● If   the   participants   become   members   and   are   confirmed,   they   are   then   eligible   for:  

○ Small   Group   Leader   Training 
○ Parish   Council   Training 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Part   1:   The   Compass   Rose 
 

 
Preface :    Our   goal   as   a   church   is   not   to   “do   religion   the   right   way.”   Members   of   Redeemer 
share   the   common   hope   to   see   God   redeem   us,   our   neighbors   and   our   city   with   the   Gospel 
of   Jesus   Christ.   We   live   out   this   hope   within   a   particular   tradition   -   the   Anglican 
Communion.   The   Anglican   Communion   encompasses   over   80   million   people   globally.   It   is   a 
very   diverse   family   with   very   diverse   understandings   of   what   exactly   it   means   to   be   a 
Christian   in   the   Anglican   tradition.   This   class   can   not   and   does   not   speak   for   all   Anglicans. 
Rather   -   the   goal   of   this   class   is   to   communicate   the   best   of   Anglicanism   as   it   has   been 
practiced   down   through   the   centuries.   Redeemer   desires   to   bring   the   best   practices   of   the 
historic   church   into   the   present   in   a   new   and   fresh   way.   1

 

Welcome   to   the   Anglican   Way 
 
Everybody   has   “A   Way” 
Every   Christian   who   follows   Jesus   does   so   in   a   “Way”   -   a   method   of   living   the   Christian 
life.   That   way   might   be   shaped   by   a   mentor,   by   parents,   by   a   program   or   ministry.   Or   the 
way   might   just   be   invented   along   the   way   -   the   person   doing   whatever   feels   right.   The 
point   is,   every   Christian   walks   a   “Way”   -   this   is   unavoidable.   So   pick   a   good   one,   choose 
one   that’s   helpful   and   feeds   your   soul.   2

 
The   Bible   paints   a   picture   of   what   it   looks   like   to   grow   as   a   Christian:   to   become   a 
mature,   wise,   reasonable,   kind,   generous,   virtuous   person.   One   of   the   most   important 
questions   a   Christian   can   ask   is:   is   my   Way   of   living   cultivating   these   sorts   of   things   in 
my   life?   Am   I   growing   in   my   love   for   God   and   love   for   others,   or   am   I   becoming   cold   and 
indifferent   towards   all   but   my   own   desires?   If   your   Way   is   producing   Godly   fruit   in   your 
life   -   great!   But   if   it   is   not,   then   perhaps   it’s   time   for   a   new   Way.  
 
The   Cup 
Ways   are   like   cups.   Have   you   ever   noticed   that   different   cups   are   designed   for   different 
kinds   of   drinks?   The   taste   of   a   magnificently   aged   wine   will   simply   not   come   through 
when   consumed   from   a   plastic   solo   cup   as   it   does   when   drunk   from   an   appropriately 
sculpted   glass.   In   this   metaphor,   the   Anglican   Way   is   like   a   cup   -   the   Gospel   of   Jesus 
Christ   is   the   wine.    The   cup   is   important   only   to   the   extent   that   it   facilitates   drinking   the 
wine.   The   Way   is   only   important   to   the   extent   that   it   facilitates   following   Jesus.   3

 

1   Thomas   Mckenzie.    The   Anglican   Way .   XV 
2   Ibid.   12.  
3   Ibid.   2.  



Love 
Rupertus   Meldenius,   a   17th   century   Lutheran   theologian,   said,   “ In   essentials   -   unity,   in 
doubtful   things   -   liberty,   in   all   things   -   love .”   At   it’s   best,   the   Anglican   Way   embodies   these 
three   statements.   There   are   things   that   are   essential,   and   these   are   worth   fighting   for. 
There   are   hills   to   die   on   -   but   not   every   hill.   There   are   secondary   things   where   there   is 
allowance   for   diversity   of   opinion.   But   in   all   things,   we   must   keep   Jesus’   commandment 
to   love   one   another   at   the   heart   of   all   we   do.   This   is   the   hardest   part.   The   hardest   part   of 
being   in   a   church   family   is   love.   4

 
True   love   happens   at   the   friction   points   of   a   church.   If   we   are   going   to   be   a   church   that 
doesn’t   insist   on   absolute   conformity   in   all   areas   of   life,   we’ll   have   to   keep   love   always   at 
our   center.   5

 
The   Three-Legged   Stool 
Sometimes   you   might   hear   Anglicans   talk   about   the   three-legged   stool:   scripture, 
tradition   and   reason.   The   right   way   to   understand   this   is   that   scripture   is   first   and   we   use 
tradition   and   reason   to   interpret   scripture.   There’s   no   such   thing   as   interpreting   the 
Bible   in   a   cultural   vacuum.   The   wrong   way   to   understand   this   is   that   scripture,   tradition 
and   reason   are   equals.   No!   At   a   point   of   disagreement,   tradition   and   reasons   submit   to 
scripture.  
 
Via   Media 
Most   mature   Christians   have   found,   over   time,   that   it’s   impossible   to   be   radical   about 
more   than   one   thing.   So   we   say   that   we’d   prefer   not   to   be   radical   about   politics, 
traditions,   ideas,   religion,   philosophies,   etc.   We   want   to   be   radical   about   the   only   thing 
worth   being   radical   about:   the   amazing   love   of   God   in   Christ.    6

 

Essentials 
 
Jesus   Christ 
Jesus   is   at   the   heart   of   the   Christian   faith   and   Anglicans   are,   first   and   foremost,   simple 
Christians.   We   are   utterly   dependent   upon   Jesus   -   his   incarnation,   birth,   baptism, 
teaching,   healing,   miracles,   fulfillment   of   prophecy,   transfiguration,   suffering, 
crucifixion,   death,   resurrection,   ascension,   sending   of   the   Holy   Spirit   and   promise   to 
return.  
 
The   Gospel 
In   Jesus   Christ,   God   takes   his   creation—which   has,   because   of   sin,   fallen   into   ruin—and 
redemptively   restores   it   in   every   part,   until   the   time   of   consummation,   in   which   all 

4   Ibid.   5.  
5   Ibid.   6.  
6   Ibid.   12.  



things   will   at   last   be   made   new. 
 
The   Bible 
Through   the   Bible,   the   truth   of   Christ   and   His   Gospel   are   preserved   for   us.   The   Bible 
recounts   all   things   necessary   for   our   redemption.   The   Anglican   Way   is   grounded   in   God’s 
Word.  
 
The   Church   Traditions 
By   being   a   people   with   traditions,   we   give   the   past   a   vote   whenever   we   have   to   decide 
what   to   do   next.   We   never   just   throw   out   an   old   way   of   doing   things   just   because   it   is   old. 
In   fact,   we   find   much   wisdom   in   ancient   traditions   that,   in   fact,   help   us   live   more    sane 
lives   in   our   present   culture.   There   are   traditions   of   the   church   that   should   not   be   done 
away   with   no   matter   how   irrelevant   they   may   seem:   the   Creeds,   the   Book   of   Common 
Prayer,   the   39   Articles,   the   Catechism,   our   liturgies   and   hymns.   All   of   these   and   more 
connect   us   with   the   church   throughout   the   ages.  
 
Local   Contextualization  
Contemporary   issues   require   contemporary   responses.   With   a   solid   foundation   in   Jesus, 
the   Gospel,   the   Bible   and   the   Great   Tradition   of   the   Church   -   we   are   free   to   meet   the 
challenges   of   our   present   culture   with   fresh   creativity.   We   are   not   trying   to   “get   back”   to 
a   better   time.   Just   because   we   value   tradition   doesn’t   mean   we   look   back   towards   the 
past   with   rose-colored   glasses.   No!   Rather,   the   past   anchors   us,   give   us   deep   roots   -   and 
from   a   secure   foundation   we   are   free   to   contextualize   our   ministries   and   lives   locally.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A   Brief   History   of   the   Anglican   Church:   Jerusalem   to   Richmond 
 
33   AD The   Holy   Spirit   descends   upon   the   early   church.  
?   AD Missionaries   sent   to   British   Isles   from   either   Italy   or   Middle   East 
67   AD First   record   of   Christians   in   England. 
800’s   AD Augustine   sent   by   Pope   Gregory   to   investigate   English   Church.  

*European   Christianity   slowly   replaces   Celtic   practices.  
*English   Kings   continually   declare   independence   from   Roman   Catholicism 

1215   AD Magna   Carta   asserts   independence   of   the   English   Church 
1531   AD King   Henry   VIII   declares   himself   head   the   church   of   England   (not   the   Pope) 

*Chaos   ensues .  
1549   AD Thomas   Cranmer   produces   first   Book   of   Common   Prayer 
1555-6 AD Oxford   Martyrs:   Hugh   Latimer,   Nicholas   Ridley,   Thomas   Cranmer 
1558   AD Queen   Elizabeth   I   takes   the   throne   of   England,   brings   peace. 
1600’s   AD British   colonialism   expands   around   the   globe,   bringing   with   it   the   Anglican  
         ↓ Church.   Missionary   movements   to   native   peoples   produce   the   planting   and  
1800’s   AD growth   of   local   churches.  
1607   AD British   colony/Anglican   Church   established   in   Jamestown,   VA.  
1789   AD Episcopal   Church   (American   Anglicanism)   founded   on   the   heels   of   the

Revolutionary   War. 
2000’s AD Anglican   Realignment   begins.  
2009   AD Anglican   Church   in   North   America   (ACNA)   recognized   as   a   Province. 
2016   AD Redeemer   Anglican   Church   in   Richmond,   VA.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



The   Compass   Rose 
 

Note:   The   center   of   the   compass   rose   contains   the   cross   of   St.   George   and   is   surrounded 
by   the   inscription   in   Greek,   “ the   truth   shall   set   you   free .”   The   points   of   the   compass   reflect 
the   spread   of   Christianity   around   the   world.   We’ll   expand   on   this   idea   and   use   the   eight 
points   on   the   compass   to   describe   eight   different   attitudes   or   postures   that   people   tend   to 
have   in   their   Christian   life.   The   terms   used   to   label   the   points   may   be   used   in   new   or 
unfamiliar   ways   to   you,   reference   the   table   below   for   our   definitions. 
 

 
Table   of   Terms 
Evangelical  (Me) =   Faith   is   about   a   personal   relationship   with   Jesus.  
Catholic  (We) =   Faith   is   about   belonging   to   the   church.  
Orthodox  (There)=   God   is   other.   He   is   sovereign,   transcendent   and   Holy.  
Charismatic  (Here) =   God   is   near,   very   close.   He   is   my   friend/brother/lover.  
Activist  (Do) =   Faith   is   a   choice   and   leads   to   action.   Faith   without   works   is   dead. 
Contemplative   (Be) =   Faith   is   embracing   your   acceptance   by   God.   Grace   upon   grace. 
Liberal  (Go) =   Relevance.   “Is   there   a   new/better   way   we   can   approach   this?” 
Conservative (Stop)  =   Stability.   “How   have   we   handled   this   in   the   past?” 



Extremes 
When   you   approach   the   tips   of   each   of   the   eight   points   of   the   compass,   you   will   find 
extremes   that   depart   from   the   Christian   faith.   Here’s   how: 
 
Evangelical    → Leaves   the   church   for   totally   individual   faith.  
Catholic → Becomes   an   entirely   cultural   Christian.  
Orthodox  → Essentially   becomes   a   Deist.  
Charismatic → Saying   and   doing   unBiblical   things   because   the   “Spirit   said   so.” 
Activist  → Always   striving   to   earn   their   salvation.   Never   at   peace.  
Contemplative →   Behavior   doesn’t   matter.   “Obedience”   becomes   a   bad   word.  
Liberal  → Abandons   faith   because   it   is   no   longer   “relevant.” 
Conservative → Retreats   from   (or   fights)   the   culture   because   it   is   wrong. 

 
The   Goal   of   the   Compass 
The   goal   of   the   compass   is   not   to   become   a   mushy,   soft,   deferential,   nice   Christian   who   is 
moderate   on   all   issues   and   never   really   takes   a   position.   Absolutely   not!   The   goal   is 
rather   to   draw   the   boundaries   of   the   tradition   along   the   same   lines   as   the   boundaries   of 
the   historic   Christian   faith   as   understood   through   the   Bible.   It’s   a   question   of   specificity 
and   precision.   On   some   matters,   the   Bible   is   very   specific   and   precise.   Example:   the 
bodily   resurrection   of   Jesus   from   the   dead.   On   other   matters,   the   Bible   speaks   generally 
but   not   precisely.   Example:   what   instruments   and   songs   should   be   used   in   a   worship  
service.  
 

Boundaries  
Within   the   essentials   of   the   Anglican   Communion,   in   the   heart   of   the   Compass   Rose, 
there   is   much   “elbow   room”   to   move.   Knowing   what   our   boundaries   are   gives   us   a   great 
deal   of   freedom.   All   our   freedom   is   in   Christ   and   because   of   Christ.   Jesus   has   set   us   free. 
As   Anglicans,   we   are   at   liberty   to   follow   him   in   many   ways,   to   learn   from   him   and   one 
another,   and   to   experience   the   fullness   of   what   life   has   to   offer.  
 
The   Anglican   Way   is   an   invitation   to   a   mysterious   freedom.   You’re   welcome   to   walk   a 
path   that’s   narrow   in   the   sense   that   it’s   focused   in   one   direction,   on   the   Gospel   of   Jesus. 
But   the   path   is   also   broad   enough   for   your   to   flourish   as   the   person   that   God   made   you   to 
be.   7

 
 
   
7   Ibid.   25.  



Anglicans   are   Evangelical 
 
Five   Evangelical   Values 
 

1. Conversion :   one   must   make   a   personal   decision   to   follow   Jesus.  
2. Engagement:    what   you   do   matters   and   should   align   with   your   faith.  
3. High   View   of   the   Bible :    sola   scriptura    -   the   Bible   alone   is   the   authority.  
4. Cross-centered :   Faith   in   the   death   and   resurrection   of   Jesus   is   most   important. 
5. Evangelism :   one   has   a   responsibility   to   tell   other   people   about   Jesus.  

 
Examples   of   Evangelical   Anglicans :   John   Wesley,   George   Whitfield,   Charles   Simeon, 
William   Wilberforce,   CS   Lewis,   John   Stott,   JI   Packer,   George   Carey,   NT   Wright.  

 
Anglicans   are   Catholic 
Four   Catholic   Values 
 

1. Tradition:    unity   in   worship   and   way   of   life.   Order   and   history   are   essential.  
2. Sacraments:    unity   in   means   of   grace.   Security   in   the   physical/tangible.  
3. Belonging:    unity   in   community.   The   church   is   a   social   anchor/hub.  
4. Authority:    unity   under   Bishops.   Discipline   and   instruction   from   leaders. 

 
Anglicans   are   Charismatic 
Four   Charismatic   Values 
 

1. Intimacy   with   Christ:    Jesus   is   close.   He   knows   us   better   than   we   know   ourselves. 
2. Being   Filled   with   the   Spirit:    The   Holy   Spirit   is   present,   using   me   for   His   purpose.  
3. Supernatural   Power:    Radical   conversion,   healing,   speaking   in   other   languages.   
4. Mystical   Experience:    Visions,   prophecies,   dreams,   etc.  

 
Note:   The   Anglican   Way   can   be   charismatic,   but   not   pentecostal.   Pentecostalism   is   its 
own   set   of   denominations   with   very   different   beliefs   and   convictions   than   Anglicanism . 
Example:   Many   Pentecostals   believe   that   there   are   two   baptisms:   one   for   salvation   and 
one   for   receiving   the   gifts   of   the   Holy   Spirit.   Anglicans   (and   most   historic   Christians)   do 
not   believe   this.   There   is   room   in   the   Anglican   Communion   for   the   charismatic 
expression   of   the   supernatural   gifts   of   the   Holy   Spirit,   but   there   is   not   room   for   an 
entirely   new   and   different   set   of   theological   beliefs.  
 
   



Anglicans   are   Orthodox 
Four   Orthodox   Values 
 

1. Historic   Theology:    God   speaks   through   history   and   especially   church   history.  
2. Fatherly   Guidance:    Jesus→Apostles→Bishops→Priests/Deacons   =   spiritual   fathers 
3. Sanctity   of   Worship:    There   exists   a   correct   way   to   worship   God.   
4. Windows   in   Heaven:    See   through   earthly   beauty   to   the   beauty   of   the   Gospel.  

 
Anglicans   are   Activist 
Four   Activist   Values 
 

1. Political   Change:    Working   for   systemic   change   at   the   highest   level.  
2. Poverty   Alleviation:    Laboring   on   behalf   of   the   weakest   and   most   vulnerable. 
3. Prophetic   Voice:    Speaking   out   against   injustice.  
4. Striving:    Giving   everything   you   have   to   the   cause,   even   your   life.  

 
Examples   of   Activist   Anglicans:    Desmond   Tutu,   William   Wilberforce,   William   James 
Early   Bennett,   George   Washington,   Franklin   Roosevelt,   John   Jay,   John   Marshall,   TS   Eliot, 
Bono.  

 
Anglicans   are   Contemplative 
Four   Contemplative   Values 
 

1. Grace   over   Works:    Both   theologically   and   practically:   Less   doing,   more   being.  
2. Inner   Peace:    Peace   in   Christ   through   prayer,   meditation   and   worship.  
3. Solitude:    High   value   on   being   alone   with   God.  
4. Separation:    High   value   in   retreating   from   the   distractions   of   the   world.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Anglicans   are   Conservative   &   Liberal 
Reminder:    We   are   using   the   word    conservative    to   mean:   cautious,   traditional, 
preserving,   maintaining.   We   are    not    using   this   as   an   American   political   term.  
 
Reminder :   We   are   using   the   word    liberal    to   mean:   free,   generous,   open-handed, 
broad-minded.   We   are    not    using   this   as   an   American   political   term.  

 
Extreme 
Liberal 

Christian 
Liberal 

Conserving 
Liberalism 

Christian 
Conservative 

Extreme 
Conservative 

The   Gospel 
itself   is 
impeding   the 
church   from 
keeping   pace 
with   the 
culture. 
Willing   to 
compromise   on 
the   Gospel   for 
the   sake   of 
“relevance.” 

Has   a   strong 
desire   for   the 
church   to   keep 
pace   with   the 
culture. 
Change 
everything   that 
can   be   changed 
without 
abandoning 
the   Gospel.  

Open   to   change 
that   can   be 
shown   to 
better   minister 
the   Gospel,   but 
not   change 
stemming   from 
fear   or 
insecurity. 
Mission   drives 
change.  

Not   open   to 
much   change. 
Entrenched   in 
tradition   -   even 
traditions   that 
slow   the 
spread   of   the 
Gospel.  

Loves   the 
traditions   of 
the   church 
more   than   the 
Gospel.   Willing 
to   compromise 
on   the   Gospel 
for   the   sake   of 
preserving   the 
traditions   of 
the   church.  

Outside   the 
faith 

Within   the 
Faith 

Within   the 
Faith 

Within   the 
Faith 

Outside   the 
Faith 

 
Green   =   Go:    Confident,   mature,   vibrant   faith   in   the   Gospel   together   with   a   deep 
appreciation   for   the   wisdom   of   the   traditions   of   the   church.   Curious   and   open   to 
changing   tradition   and   philosophy   of   ministry   for   the   sake   of   bringing   the   lost   to   saving 
faith   in   Christ.  
 
Yellow   =   Warning:    Leaning   too   heavily   towards   idolizing   cultural   relevance   or   church 
tradition.   These   poles   are   risky   but   they   help   maintain   the   right   tension.   The   are   not   to 
be   automatically   dismissed   but   neither   should   they   be   wholeheartedly   embraced.  
 
Red   =   Stop:    The   idolatry   of   cultural   relevance   or   tradition   has   eclipsed   love   for   Jesus   and 
the   Gospel.   These   camps   are   now   outside   the   Christian   faith   are   have   become   mission 
fields.  
 
 
   



Anglicans   are   on   a   Mission 
 
Today   most   Anglicans   live   in   the   majority   world,   are   not   of   European   descent   and   are 
radically   and   joyfully   committed   to   planting   new   churches   and   working   for   renewal   in 
partnership   with   the   mission   of   God.   To   join   the   Anglican   Communion   today   is   not   only 
to   join   a   historic   church   with   beautiful   liturgy   and   a   rich   traditions,   it   is   to   join   a 
movement   of   the   Holy   Spirit   to   reach   those   who   are   lost   with   the   good   news   of   the 
Gospel. 
 
This   is   part   of   the   what   the   world    Anglican    in   Redeemer   Anglican   Church   means.   It   is   a 
word   that   harkens   back   to   the   Church   of   the   England   and   the   Reformation.   It   is   a   word 
that   rightly   should   bring   to   mind   a   liturgical   approach   to   worship   and   spiritual 
formation.    Anglican    is   a   word   that   is   big   enough   to   include   what   it   means   to   be 
Evangelical,   Catholic,   Orthodox,   Charismatic,   Activist,   Contemplative,   Liberal   and 
Conservative;   yet   it   is   a   word   that   should   first   a   foremost   point   us   to   the   Gospel.   It   is   a 
word   that   is   a   reminder   of   the   unity   and   connection   that   spans   the   globe   between   our 
African,   South   American   and   Asian   brothers   and   sisters   and   this   little   church   plant   in 
Richmond.  
 

 
 
Assigned   Reading 
 
The   Anglican   Way|    Thomas   McKenzie      p.   Xiii   -   93.  
 
 
 
For   Further   Reading 
 
Our   Anglican   Heritage    |Howe   &   Pascoe  
 
Your   Confirmation    |   John   Stott 
 
The   Faith   We   Confess    |   Gerald   Bray 
 
A   History   of   the   Church   of   England    |   JRH   Moorman 
 
 
 
 


